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Enchanting Intimate Fashions
NOW...SPECIALLY LOW PRICED AT WOOLCO!
A. SNEER NYLON BABY DOLL PJ'S
"Frev-Frou" ruffles trim
sleeved top...matching
pants. Machine washable,
Ay. Pink, Blue, Maize,
SM,L

short
bikini
drips
Mint.

Week. Gift
8Pectal

37

C. SNUGGLY 140, SLEEP SETS

E. FLORAL PRINT CULOTTE LOUNGER

Cuddle up in ... ocatatehrflon
fleece or l007. cotton flannel.
Machine washable, no ironing.
Delicate pastel prints or solid
pashas. 5, M,L

Comfortable of-hem• costume
...doublo layer printed nylon,
button front bodice, floor length
divided pants. Pink/Stein. S,
1.4, L

Woolco Gift
0Preial
357

B. TOASTY•WARM FLEECE SLEEPCOWNS. D. LUXURIOUS NYLON NIGHTDRESSING
Soft ace+a+e nylom 41.6c. gowns
OM tailored or lace trimmed...
machine washable. Bright Red or
Blue stripes, plus solid colors.
5, M, L.

9

I

4
6

357
Unclrn litt
Special

Mists of nylon tricot with sheer
overlays are trimmed with lace
or tailored satin. Machin* washable. Pink, Blue, Mein- 5, M, L.

Weeks Gift
gPecist

547

F. LONG FLEECE COVER-UP
Ankle-length acetat emylon
4 slows...satin rib
3
fleece .../
owl 'waling)...dt sides. Lovely
Amino Row, Blue, *awn, Gold.
S P.4, L

1Voolen Gilt
&Pedal
547

G. FULL LENGTH 2-PC. PEIGNOR SET
Bid to breakfast in frothy nylon
tricot robe and gown, satin trim
on yoke and collar. White, Pink,
Blue, Maize, Mint. S, M, L

Wallop GS
Speeds!

597

N. COTTON PUFF-QUILT ROBES,
!Woke GO
Lightweight combed cotton,
fluffed with Kockle polyester
fiberfill. Front zip, 3( lantern
slew*. Velvet ribbon trim. Blue,
Pink, Maize, loyally prints. 10-18.

SP9dal
737

tr.ai

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1833 SO. THIRD ST.
'
•Ar rtt ---e-aweiveks44r

1.
1441
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month, it just means we in- from white people. 'Where Jersey City police station was
tend to improve our image would a black man get $1,000'? staged by police who then
blamed the Panthers.
and work toward more con- be asked.
tructive unity among black The Black Panther leader, "There were no Panthers in
By SAL GIUFFRE
"If we mellow, then maybe "Now we can get the guy the rule of the gun. Policemen'two more units are planned in people."
in quoting the late Malcolm Jersey City that night," said
NEWARK, N.J. — (UPI) — some of the dissenting black who is strictly for our objec- have a negative attitude to- the near future.
Up to now, Panthers have X, said "there are two revo- Hall. -We were all at a party
Black Panthers are trying to folk will come into our fold," tives," he said.
ward black people."
Morristown, J e racy City, not been getting as much sup- lutions currently under way in in Newark then we left to New
improve their image in New, said John David Hall, a Black Ha spoke less than two
York City and spent the weekThe group was founded eight Newark and Paterson, "are port from the black commu- this country.
Jersey in the hope of attract- Panther minister.
there."
end
is
like.
revolution
nity
would
"A
Negro
as
they
Jersey
the
cities
that
are
giving
us
police
in
the
weeks after
years ago in Alabama by
ing wider support in the black Hall admitted that the uni- City binned the Panthers for
Stokely Carmichael, its cur- most trouble," Hall said. "The Where do the Panthers get singing 'I Shall Overcome," Hall said the Panthers will
commi.nity. The Panthers are form of black leather jackets maebine gunning a precinct rent "Prime Minister" and other communities in the state money to support the organi- and its sole purpose is to in- file a $35 million suit against
abandoning their black uni- and berets attracted too many house and the Panthers' own was called
tegrate so you can sit next to Jersey City "within the next
"The Deacons of would be better left unnamed zation? Hall was asked.
forms and their necklaces oti "hero" types
organization because we don't want trouble "You would be surprised the white man in a toilet. A two weeks" for false arrest of
who wanted to Newark office was the target Defense."
The
machine gun bullets.
where the money comes from," black revolution is too busy Panthers allegedly involved in
be admired.
was bronght to Oakland, Calif., we haven't got."
of firebombs.
Hall denied Panthers had in 1964 by Huey P. Newton as As for discarding the black he replied. "We believe a lot swinging to be singing, and its the shooting, for continuous
any connection with the ma- "the Black Panther Party." leather jackets, berets and of it comes from the white sole purpose is black national- harrassment of the organization
and "for framing us to r
Since then it has begun chap- necklaces, Hall said "it doesn't community. In the mail comes ism, which is freedom."
chine gun attack but added:
"We believe in law and or- ters in nearly every state in mean we went underground a check for $1,000 in it for Hall claimed the machine crimes they know we did not
when we made the move last the movement. It has to come gun assault last Nov. 29 on a commit.''
der with justice, not just law the union.
and order and as long as there Eleven cities in New Jersey 1
is no justice we will live by already have chapters and

Black Panthers Improving Their Image In

eTFor me,the most challenging
thing in skiing is meeting
tough obstacles at top
speed and beating them"
,
eTAt the end of the run there's
one gin I enjoy. Gordon's
London Dry. It's always
crisp. Dry. A jump
ahead of any
gin I ever tried"
,

Behind every gift of Seagram's 7 Crown there's a thought that counts.

SITRA SPECIAL .*:SAViNGS!
READY TO HANG ANTO ENACT THI
TRAK SOUND

TIQUE SATIN DRAPES.
INSULATED,
OPAQUE
LINED,
KEEPS
SELF
ROOMS WARMER IN
IN
WINTER—COOLER
SUMMER.
OLIVE, GOLD, CHAMPAGNE AND WHITT

DRAPERIES

48" WIDE 84" LONG

Here's the thought:
When a friend takes the time and trouble to select the one brand
of whiskey whose unmatched quality and taste have made it America's
favorite... he thinks you're someone special!
Don't you know someone special?
(Both the handsome decanter and the
regular bottle gift packaged
at no extra cost.)
Give Seagram's 7 Crown and Be Sure.

$095
IP Pr.
96" WIDE 84" LONG

$189„5

Kert Samples.
International. Certified
Ski Instructor and
winner of Gold Modal

awards for slalom end
down hill races Samples
has taught skiingat Hunter
Mountain. New lloncend

100% NYLON RUGS.
CUSHIONED BACK —
LONG LIFE, NUMEROUS
COLORS.

Swot*. France.

9x12 ... $53.95
12x12 ... 74.50
12x15 ... 89.95

CustoinTs bored
SHOP AT HOW. WE WILL
BRING SAMPLES AT YOUR
CONVENIENCE.
LOW
PRICES. SEE US BEFORE
YOU BUY

DECORATIN E SHADES
• VENETIAN SUNOS'
AUSTRIAN SHAMS
VERTICAL 111,1T4bS
RUGS a( cAaprr4
SAVE MONEll

GORDOn
DisnLLID
LosooNDir
Gm
Gordon's Gin Created in tondon England in 1769
ft S the biggest seder in England America and the world
liONIC1 WEAL lor. Num& SPIRITS DISTILLED WM
90 P000f CODDON S DOT

AlA ITEMS
MAY ItPURCHASE*
ON WHO EASY
TERMS SLIMING 'YOUR
CONVENIENCE

WILLIAMS
MUILIBEISILTAti
5-4-1.4r3r-- a 4W INr3 C

Tel. 276-4431

216.s. Pauline

Seagram Distillers Co.. N.Y.C. Blended Whiskey.
86 Proof.65% Grain Neutral Spirits.

hill CO. LTD ,1190991, N.J.

William "Bill" Loeb
Se owner [of Loeb Enterprises)

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

On
RIF
we
soi
SO

EAST-5014 POPLAR 'At Menden nail)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
g. limit

GREEN LIMIT 3
BEANS

19c

16

OZ. 190

STAR KIST

ke

418. PKG. OR MORE 45
1-4 Pork LOIN
Lb

He Relates

534V

To Customers

Peaches
SLICES OR HALVES

Meat
490

29 oz.

Moses Epps

290

TENNESSEE
Meat Pies
°r
Drink
BEEF CHICKEN TURKEY
GR A PE
8 oz. 6 total limit
4 total limit
250 2 for 290
PILLSBURY OR BALLARD FRED MONTESI
BISCUITS VEG.
6 for 47e OLEO
LAND 0' LAKES
YELLOW QTRS
BUTTER
15011
Hi- C

HAMBURGER

LIBBYS

Luncheon

12 oz can

FRESH (PER. LB. 494)

TUNAMEAT

PREMIUM

I

This is
The Difference

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

ORANGE

as oz.

B 79$

CHOPS

WITH COUPON
Armour
Montesi

ARMOUR REG. 55C LB. 70
FRED MONTES1 REG. LB PKG.

10

Top Salesman
And Routeman
For Loebs
Laundry Cleaner
Chain 1968
Mose Epps — was
selected by
The Memphis
Sales Executive
Club

Wm. Bill Loeb

Employees

Communities

SLICED
BACON

WItft coupon and $5.00 additional 7,urchose, freclectIng
volu• of coupon minctiondis• (fresh milk weiducts and
tobacco also excluded In compliance with stet* .low)•
Coupon •xpiratilledn••day noon D•c. 18
968.
Anti—frirez• purcnas•
UNE coupon per family per w••It
coupon
not

inclu ocl in

Pe
Cu
MI
Is
tel
ph
Se

•
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One of the distinguished
guests in Memphis
last
weekend was Mahalia Jackson, of "MAHALIA JACKSON'S GL ORI-F RI E D

CHICKEN." Her
visit
marked a .significant step
toward the building of
Black enterprize in Ameri-

ca, as she opened the first
in a chain of black owned
chicken houses. (Photo By
Continental)

Shown abo‘e is Rev. Ben
L. Hooks (left) president of
Mahalia Jackson's

Fried" Chiklen and
Mr.
Horace one of the chefs for

the new black business concern, showing
John II.

Sengstacke the box that
will be used in all of Ma-

halia Jackson Chicken concerns

9
6
8
Posing with Rev. Eddie
Currie, minister of Christ
Missionary Baptist Church
Is the recipient of the atoffering
and
tendance
plaques of their first night
Sunday School, Mrs. E. E.

Hill, teacher of Adult Class
No. 4. This class had the
a,
highest attendance
and an offering ot $212.11.
presentation
Making the
are Mrs. S S. Sartin and

M. J. Starks, general
superintendtnt of the church
school. The members wish
to thank thtir friends and
visitors for their loyal support. (Phot..) by McChriston

••••••

2

t
•

This week
Teen Town
Toast honored Corry Jr.
High School. Shown above
are the winners of the pro-

•
s

wt ekly
grams
contest—
from left are WWI Jean
Hayes, Denise Keyes, Jo.

Milon;
nel Miller, Vickie
From left le right, Chris
WDIA,
Turner D. J. for

Theodore Jrons, Mrs. Hattie Hayward and George
Strickland. Teen Town

Toast is a Jo Bridges Production. (Fnoto By Continental)

•
•

•

,

4
e

•••
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Stokeley said that his destination is secret and he never
belle people his private address.
He said "I'm going to fight
and my fight is where black
people are 1 plan to fight with
my black brothers and sisters
against western society a n d
its eviip of racism and capWASHINGTON — Interviewed was much more vociforouS in italism.
by newsmen here as to whether charging that the entertainment Btokeley became the Prime
he sad his wife have already industry is boycotting records Minister of the Black Panathers
packed all their furniture and of his new wife, glamorous when the Student Non-Violent
folk-singer,
African
belongings from their $70,000 South
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
Washington home and shipped Miriam Makeba.
ousted him and broke the alit to Guinea in West Africa, as Stokely said: "The whole liance between the two groups
Jack
syndicated columnist
Industry is boycotting my wife. earlier this year.
Anderson, wrote in his "ashing- She has cut a new album and Eldridge Cleaver of the Panton Merry-Go-Round" column they refuse to play it because thers is also believed to have
last week, Stokely Carmichael she married me."
fled the U. S. rcetly.

'Stokely Charges Disk
Firms Boycott Makeba

The Store that cores—about youI
00w

LEAN & MEATY SMALL

SPARE RIBS
LB. 4(4

L

IWIMmollemwmmt

STARLING PURE PORK

SAUSAGE

over plans for the "Miss
UNCF" contest with Miss
Carolyn Rhea, left, and
Miss Anita Stewart. The
contest ends Friday, Dec.

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
112.114.181 MALI ST.
•

.
411111i NitaIS OW

••• wow nisie
44411F17
CHOICE CUT BEEF

CHUCK ROAST
LB 490

•

END 'MISS uNcr DRIVE
—Miss Frankle C. Rogers,
center, president of the
Pre-Alumni Club at Le•
Moyne-Owen College, goes

Dec. 21 and will partlelPats
national "Miss
In the
UNCF" pageant scheduled
for New Orkans in February.

414.416.•

3 LB. BAG $1.29

Black Teacher
Phase-Out In
South Fought

1

Dr. Lovell,
AME Zion
Editor Dies

WASHINGTON, D. C. — A
black teacher in the South dismissed from her job because
of voter registration activities
Teachers in Alabama's "Black
Belt" denied protection under
the state's tenure law. A white
southern teacher asked to resign because of afterschool
association with black people
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Dr.'in church activities. Black
Walter A. Lovell, capable editor,teachers told they were "no
of The Star of Zion, chief longer needed'' in states which
publication of the AME Zion were integrating schools.
denomination for a perido of All of these teachers were
30 years, was buried Nov. 20 backed in their efforts to seek
from Gethsemane AME Zion justice by the National EducaChurch in Charlotte.
tion Association (NEA) Dts.
the NAACP.
The Rt. Rev. Raymond L.
When t h e predominantly
the
prelate
of
presiding
Jones,
First Episcopal Area, delivered, black American Teachers Asthe official eulogy, with the sociation, with members pre,
pastor, Rev. A. J. Allen presid- manly in the South, merged
with the NEA in 1966, NEA
ing.
continued the Negro associaDr. Lovell, who was the dean tion's litigation efforts in coof general offices in the church, operation with the Legal DeSTOKELY CARMICHAEL
from the point of continued fense Fund.
. ... Mad About His Wife
service, was re-elected for
another four-year term as
editor at the atia quadrennial
General Confeience session of
S
the church at Detroit, Mich. in
May, 1968.
: ---._:0)----L
:W
Other bishops of the church
who attended the services and
paid tribute to the life of the
The Quality Remains 0411.
deceased were : Bishop H. B.
Shaw of Wilmington, N. C.;
Long After The Pricy Is Forgotten
Bishop C. E. Tucker of Louisville, Ky.; Bishop J. D. Cauw ear Stacy-Adams Shoes
then of Norfolk, Va.: Bishop F.
for years--knowing they're the
S. Anderson of Louisville, Ky.
finest you can buy. Fine handand Bishop C. H. Foggie of
craftsmanship. . .rich styling. ..
Pittsburgh, Pa. ,
luxurious leathers. . . assure you
Dr. Lovell had an active
instant and everlasting comfortpastor in the church for nearly'
plus smart good looks that'll carry
a half century before he wasl
you through many seasons.
elevated to the office of editor
LEO KING
in 1939.
Immediate servivors include
6 MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE
the widow, Mrs. Hera B. Lovell
two sons, Walter R. Lovell, Jr.
Cinnamon Brown. Genuine aligator Black only. Black smooth calf and
,of Nutley, N. J. and Jesse
lizard. Moccasin overlay front com- genuine shark-skin gored. Slip-on,
,Edward Lovell of Allentown,
bine with rich brown smpotii calf. leather lined, leather rub. hee1.12
Pa.; two daughters Mrs. Ida
Gored top slip on.. Leather lined. edge sole.
L. Green of Orange, N. J. and
Mrs. Constance G. Roberts of
Bethleham, PA. and one sister,
Miss Caudice I.ovell of E. Carnegie, Pa., and eleven grandchildren.
The :nterim editor will be
named by the board of bishops
of the church during their offical meeting in January at
Jersey City, N. J.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Salo
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

.Amwwwww.warpRIMINAA

GREAT
SCOTCH!

SUPER RIGHT SMOKED
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PICNIC HAMS
Ls. 39#

V

son owl! emir

GRADE "A" FRYING

CHICKENS
LB. 29it

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

SO/SI DAY UMW

LB. 10*

lifts moo OOP

$490°

You're right...
it's light!

Woe 1.-em

LI

WAND 16 PROOF. IOW, BLENDED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR. BOSTON
DISTILLER INC.. BOSTON. MASS.

$41400

GREER PEACHES
4 2 SIZE CANS 994

AUTO SUPPLY CO.
DAVID M. ROSENBERG

WHITE BEAUTY

VEG. SHORTENING
3LB. CAN .58#

Of 1
a'ais

ses.

Customer Satisfaction
for Radioseover 30 YEARS

$3800
Black or Brown polished kid low
blucher, rubber heel, 12 edge sole,
white sole stitching, black-polished kid

lit
abfit
BEASLEY.JONES• RA‘ILMO
NO SOUTH MAIN STREET

e livnen aswfsz thisltEpaE per
forwwiliInnbc
names

y

SWANSDOWN 19 OZ.
CAKE MIXES PKG.
All Varities except
Angel Food 25it

263 Chelsa at

527-7307

Till.Novk's Wino,
WARTW.LL VOUN4
649 N. Third Street

So full of
sunshine...

A&P Yellow Cream Corn
Sultana Tomatoes
Sultana Whole Kernel Corn
YOUR CHOICE
5 170Z. CANS $1.00

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South

OLD Mr. BOSTON

2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summe. Ave.
4780 Srmer Ave.

LIGHT RUM
OPEN-NITES-SUNDAYS

...it calls for
glasses!

AND HOLIDAYS
Rum tO PROOr
Pricits Expire; Sot. MIK. 14, 196A

MR BOSTON DISTILLER INC. BOSTON. MASS

it'

4;'

•

•

•

.•
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If you'd like ,a little help
our Christmas shopping,
ere's-a o•
z.
•

4 5

•

.

,

.
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/414.This palm-sin
super 8 movie camera loads instantly and
has a CdS electric eye that sets exposure automatically.
It needs no setting and no winding. Kodak Instamatic
M14 movie camera, less than $50. In an outfit with
Kodachromefilm and batteries, less than $55,

. •.

M12.This is our lowest-priced super8 movie
camera,but you'd never know it from the-good,sharp, bright movies
ittakes. It loads instantly and never needs winding. It's palm-size, so
it's easy to carry. Kodak Instamatic M12 movie camera,less than $30.
In an outfit with Kodachrome film and batteries, less than $35.
•

4r.•

•,•••:'4%,••• • .

, •".•

••k

134.Our lowest-priced model with an electric eye
that automatically controls exposurefor bright, clear pictures
under a variety of light conditions..In a complete outfit
like the 124,the Kodak Instamatic 134
camera is less than $28.
•

'

4

124.This budget modelloads instantly
and takes all three kinds of pictures—color snapshots,color slides or
black-and-white snaps. There's nothing to set so there's nothing to
forget. A wonderful gift camera. In a complete outfit with flashcube,
batteries, wrist strap and Kodak film for color prints,the Kodak
Instamatic 124camera is less than $20.
•••*"
..;:k14
.t4t,,

z

•

ak Instamatiecolor outfits.From less than $20.

44 40,1

•
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Everyone can Enjoy RCA's Biggest Screen
Color TV at Big Woolco Savings Like These!

Full 23 ins. of
COLOR

immaintommumuumummintimmill111111I111111

23" DIAG.,295 SQ. IN. PICTURE

neR

DOD
ml

mut

Roil

retell
PeoPl
food
from

FIRST IN
COLOR TV

Special
Woolco
Price

NO DOWN PAYMENT 17.95 MO.

-

EXTRAORDINARY LOW PRICE FOR AMERICA'S NO. 1
COLOR TV AND HANDSOME EARLY AMERICAN CABINETRY!RCA color with Permaset Fine Tuning... it's fiddle-free
color TV at its finest! Simply select your channel and P.F.T.
locks in the best signal electronically on both VHF And UHF.
Automatic chrome -control keeps color intensity uniform on
every channel. Quantity limited at this low price.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Model GJ899
23" diag., 295 sq. in. picture

SAY

radi
i
11/

WOOLCO WILL NEVER KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD!
8 Reasons
Why it Pays to
Shop Woolco

,$••
ICA VIC,
014.P.-

for Appliances! fi
LOWEST PRICES...
you benefit from our volume buying.
• NO DOWN PAYMENT...
months to pay.

Model AJ024

Personal Portable
At A Look-Twice Woolco Low Price!

Special
Woolco
Price

Model AL230

LOW FINANCING ...
save more with Woolco's own low-rat.
financing.

$8

DELIVERY...
4
. FREE
on all major appliances, TV & stereo,

5.

Portable Pleasure

FREE SERVICE ...
on all major appliances, TV, stereo by
factory trained technicians as per warranty.

6.

FREE INSTALLATION ...
except for special wiring or plumbing.

.
7

HONEST PRICES...
all prices are clearly marked.

Special
Woolco
Price

GUARANTEED ...
8
. SATISFACTION
or your money refunded.

If you like your television light and lively, then be sure you
see this RCA 12" Personal Portable black & white TV. Lightweight cabinet with a flexible handle. Superb all channel
reception. Sorry, at this low, low price quantity must be limited.

13995

What you want in a portable black & white TV, this one's

WOOLCO DEPT.STORES ARE
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
RCA, Whirlpool, Zenith and G.E. appliances.
This means you get our lowest prices, complete with authorized factory service.

got! Dependable RCA quality and the price is easy to take

too. Deluxe features in this "on-the-go" beauty: one-set
,VHF tuning,. powerful 20,000-volt chassis, & built-in VHF
i& UHF antennas.

say "charge it"

say "charge it"

L

Big Screen! Compact Portability!

GATEWAY MALL

EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

3230 JACKSON AVE.

5100 PARK AVE.

1833 SO. THIRD ST.

L...

"rapier

-4 .01,04
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Say Nations'
Negroes For

Classified Ad
Section

You Don'tPayMore..
You JustGetMoreAt

aAus

Law,

Order

BUSINESS FOR
GIOCERY - 729 S. Parkway 1.
Dabs Large Volume of Business
Maim Poduo• tee areas hex, drink
bal. imago mai WOW sad Mg want* 011114111. A

rental apt, saw rent-

per month. Ideal loIVAllfrON, rn.. (Agn) WI:t
y tan be bsd
— Negro Americans are among tor MOO witriorvasoccia mow
akir.
Use nadon's leaders in ad- Clarence Perry
526-91119
mesa* more polies and
964421
"more rigid 'law enforcement,"
Bales Realty Co.
a s tsjds*. of the social and
27 N. Cleveland
political scone said here.
N2-0244
127510151
Addressing a national conNEGRO HISTORY
ference q_u "Issues on Religious Journalism," Oscar 10 VOL. NEGRO HERITAGE
Cohen, national program
LIBRARY
director of the Anti-Defamation 10 VOL. NEGRO LIFE AND
League of B'nai B'rith, said
HISTORY
that the overwhelming majority Need several experienced sable PeoPie
work In Tri-State area. Top Comof black Americans oppose to
mission. Call: Mr. Thomas p•ooidopublic d e monstrations that
212.3226
could lead to violence.
SALE

He said that black America is not faithfully represented by Stokley Carmichael,
Rap Brown ,or others advocating extremist tactics. This
is proved, he said, by the fact
that Carmichael and Brown
have lost whatever Negro support limy have enjoyed and
Carmichael, especially, has
been rejected by black militant
as a traitor to Negro interests.
DOING THEM SHARE —
The Mallory Knights Community ion Project ended
recently after the young
people collected 427 cans of
food and $1600 in dimes
from residents of the Nit

Okay) area, and the boys
are men here at the Mallory MAI Booth on Male
near Beale. Perms wanting to make donations
should send them to t h e

Mallory Knights Charitable
Organization, NO Hernando
SL, Memphis Ten. nose
seeking help should m a 11
letters to the organisation
no later than Dec. 15. Wil-

Ham Robinson is director of
the Community Boys Project
and Rev. D. E. Herring
president of the Mallory
Knights. Harry L. Strong is
general director.

• VALIANT
•ROAD RUNNER
•PLYMOUTH
•CHRYSLER
•IMPERIAL

This is the very first Christmas you can give the very last word in Bourbon:Seagram's Benchmark.

1925 WON•275-1143

KRESS
KRESS

EXCEllif BRAND

RADIOS, PHONOS, APPLIANCES

FOE
NOW and Used Furniture 81 Applianee.
We carry notes on used merchandise
Call: Chisels& Furniture A Appliances
527-6133

OL,r own label us your assurance of dependable quality
proven value. Fully guaranteed.

HOMES FOR SALE
4509 SUNNYVIEW • 11750 cash. sm
month.
in.
No qualifying.
Vacant. Move
Pretty 3 Bedroom, paneled living
room. :arge fenced corner lot.
683-3262
Hurry Call:
TOM JACKSON COMPANY
3540 summer Ave.
693-3232
327-9955

.11•11=Milp
•IIMMe

REppiorpAToR $35. RANGE, $30;
21-INCH TV, $35; AUTO. WASHER,
$35. DRYER. $35; DEEP FREEZER,
550. 276-7119.

I

The Jewish leader said that
surveys have been taken which
UNUStiAL OPPORTUNITY
show that only 3 to 5 per cent There are many sales opportunities
of the Negro communities think available today but hew many can
assure you an exceptional income—
of Rap Brown as a leader, and combined
with personal growth and
only 6 per cent of U. S. Ne- professional status. We do! Recoggroes are in favor of Brown. nized as the world's leader in the
field of Personal Development and
like demonstrations.
Sales Training programs. We main-

Introducing the Christmas gift
nobody's ever gotten before.

.27!SHER

Solid State Radio Phonograph

tain the moat oomplete training program and continuing direction in this
field. This is why our people are netting incomes commensurate with their
desire and abilities. If you desire a
professional career, as a salesman
and sales executive, will show you
how to turn a modest investment of
$500 to 82,400.00 Into a lifetime of
high IIICOUle, illettrity and huliepend.
time. This is an opportunity to provide a much needed service and at
the same time, build your own business. Part time or full time. Phone:
Mr. Lowery (901) 664-3698 for appointment.

Modern design, compact, solid
state operation. Plays 33% or
45 rpm records or the radio.
Earphone jack for' private listening! Cover goes on in a snap
for easy carrying. Complete
with batteries.

EXCELlfl'
Solid State

1012 ROLAND
Near Roselle School. Exceptionally
nice 3 BDRM. Brick. Extra large
DR. Eat-in kitchen. Pretty tile bath.
Large basement. Permanent stairs to
attic
LOUISA! WILSON
743-6923
D. W. hfcLEMORE CO.
527-6375
Lie. Realtor
81 Madison

Walkie Talkie
126
7

SINGER ZIG ZAG

Reg. $14.99

In large 6 drawer desk. Must see
to appreciate. Sews like new. appliques. monograms, sews on buttons. Make button holes, Also built
In patcher and darner. Pay cash of
$63.40 or payment of $7.34 per
month. For free home trial call
credit manager.
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRONIC
363.4197

Modern design unit has wide
range speaker microphone, dependable solid state circuit
powered by a 9 volt battery (include(l), secure wrist loop.

EXCELLW Spray

HONKS FOR SALE

Steam & Dry Iron

MELROSE
OF
CHEROKEE
Snow.white 2 Bedroom Clapboard in
excellent condition. Redecorated. New
FA Heating Unit. Near Bus $8,750.
riu.. or GI.
743-6923

'1377

STOVE
FOR
SIZE
APARTMENT
BALE, CHEAP.
LEON a DUNLAP AREA

Rog. $14.99

No-stick Teflon coated soleplate and 38 steam vents for
perfect pressing. Pushbutton
spray-as-you-go ironing.Fingertip temperature control, large
easy-fill front opening, floating
cord mount.

Nice brick duplex, $100 GI. $350
FHA, Move-in. Call for information
and appointment to see.
TOM

CO.

JACKSON

327-9955

683-3231
2540 Summer

BUSINESS FOR
RENT
GROCERY STORE
Ideal business in the
black community all'
ready established.
Newly decorated,
Furnished with walk
in refrigerator, scales
and display meat
counter.
THE VERY THING
YOU HAVE BEEN
WAITING...
Apply in Person
MOOK WEISS
PACKING CO.
84 West Olive Avenue

EXCEllfr
Professional

,----

.,-* Hair Dryer

9

Reg. $29.99
120 vents for faster drying at
your choice of 5 heats. Large
hood adjusts easily to desired
height. Whisper-quiet motor.
Folds into compact self-carrier.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

KRESS

LUNCH OPEN
700 A.M. DAILY
OTHER DEPTS.
900 A.M. TIL 9:00 P.M.

9 North Main St..

•

4 MINER

RACE'S
BODY SHOP, INC.

hackle Nem,

II

p.

Fender Body Work
Painting
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.

i

bmweeenmienasomiediar Stra,shI Bolirbon

PHONE 526 - 1154
\.1 hIskey Si, Proof Ioscph L. Siegerlielt511111111,,Loul“111,. Ky. Gift wrapped at so eon
dome

RES. PHONE 351 - 3134
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Badger Team

Sports Horizon

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Includes Two

MAGICIANS BREAK JINX

Lane in their first two games
of the season
Scrimmage victories don't
The Magicians and Fisk are
count is your standings, how.
bitter rivals and this contest is
MADISON, Wis. — Two Memever, these practice confrontaone of the highlights of the
phians are on the University
tions give a team some indicahome schedule for LeMoyaeof Wisconsin's basketball team
tion of how it stacks up against
Owen. It is a -egular scheduled
the oppoiliti3E. Long before
this season, and one, James
Southern Intercollegiate AthJohnson, a six-foot-five senior,
LeMoyne-Owen and Christian letic
Conferezce tilt. It will also
Brothers College agreed to play oe
. is co-captain of the Badgers.
the last home appearance
each other in regular scheduled for
Johnson, a graduate of Bookthe Magicians until they regames tha Magicians and the
er T. Washington High School,
turn for a Jar uary 4th meetBuccaneers otten engaged in
set the pace for the Badgers
ing with Dillard.
Irked gym workouts. Coach
both in the scoring and reJONES LEAD MSU
Jerry Johnson's Purple Waves
bounding column when WisCoach Meo lba is all even
held their own and it was from
after a winn.Lig and a losing
consin defeated fifth-rated
JAMES JOHNSON
ALBERT HENRY
these pre-season scrimmages season
at Memphis State UniverKansas
last week by a score
that the two schools started to
sity. The young mentor has
of 67-6...
..hedule each other.
looked forwird to his third
He hit for 29 points, 10 of 13
Until last week the Magicians campaign as leader of the Tigattempts , from the floor and
must have wondered when their ers' basketlyttl fortunes every
nine of 13 free throws, and
day would come. CBC had since Rich Jones enrolled at
grabbed 11 rebounds.
copped the first three meetings MSU following his sophomore
Scoring help came from ,
with its intra-city rivals over season at IPInois.
Chuck Nagle, the other forthe past three seasons until Jones was one of several
ward, who
contributed 17;
LeMoyne-Owen broke the mas- Illini athletes who received
LeMoyne-Owen
Colle ge's Jan. 18 - Benedict College
points, and Craig Mayberry,1
tery of the Bucs with a decis- from a "slush fund" and a sub- Magicians
will meet the Fisk Home
center, a s i x-foot-nine-inchi
ive p1-75 victcry last Wednes- sequent Big Ter ruling cost the
University Bulldogs in Bruce
Jan. 21 - Rust College - Holly junior college transfer who
day night on the CBC campus athletes their remaining eligiHall of the college campus 3D
picked off a total of 10 in outin De LaSalle gymnasium. bility in the Big Ten. Jones,
rings
on Friday night, and play,
battling the taller Jayhawks.
Jan. 25 - Alabama A&M
The Magicians hope to narrow was considered a top pro pro- Alabama Alai at Normal, fi,
,
, tne
Johnson, Badger co-captain'
CRC's series edge from three spect after becoming the Illini's Ala., on Friday
night, Dec, 20.
Jan. 27
Christian Brothers from Memphis, missed matchgames to two when the Bucs top soph sc,prer in history.
to complete the schedule for _ Home
ing his alltimo single game'
visit LeMoyne-Owen January Iba put all his eggs in one
1 •
Feb. 3 - Bethune-Cookman - high of 31 points set against
basket to have Jones for one
27
Games to be played in 1969 Home.
Northwestern during his sophoCoach Che',- Doll of CBC blam- season in the tough Missouri follow:
Feb. 7 - Lane College - Home more year in a 110-94 WisValley
Confunce.
Jones
sat
being
team's
defeat
on
ed his
Jan. 4 - Dillard University - Feb. 10 Tougaloo College
consin victory.
led to play the Magicians run out last season as a transfer Home.
He set Wisconsin's scoring
Home
and shoot game. Less the CBC keeping in Anne playing for
Jan. 7 - Bethune-Cookman - Feb. 13 - Fisk University
Peeples
University
Shop
in
the
pace
in the current season's
mentor forge., all of the prior
AP-Memphis recreation league. Daytona Beach, la.
Nashville
opening game at Nebraska
LeMoyne-Owen
games
with
Morehouse College Feb. 14 - Touga loo
The Illinois incident brought, Jan. 13
Jackson with 16 points and his career
h.-'e been high scoring affairs.'
a lot of notoriety to the ex-:- Atlanta.
Miss.
total now stands at 730 points
victories
over
One of the CBC
Dillard University eb. 17 - Lane College
Lester star. At 6-7 and scalingl Jan. 15
and 17th on the school's all
the Magicians showed the Bucs
200 plus in weight, the pros'- New Orleans
Jackson Tenn.
:time scoring list.
scoring over 100 points with a
were ready to grab Jones. Dalbetter than 200 markers chalkreportedlN made a six figlas
ed up as the two team aggreure contract offer but it was
gate.
turned down by Rich who wantThe win evened the Magician
ed to finish school.
record at 1-1 after an opening
The latter also would give
toss to Moretouse College. Ed
him a chance show before the
Hoskins was the scoring leader
hometown admirers. MSU had
for the victors with 25 points,1
tried to recruit Jones but Dean
but he was far from being the
Ethers, then the coach, could
whole show as LeMoyne-Owen
not go all out since State had
displayed good overall balance
no
Negro athletes. So while
with seven players contributing
MSU was waiting for the right'
to the scoring. Bill Meggett and,
Jones wa'• signed by IlliJackie Robinscn threw in 17 time
nois,
James Johnson of Booker
tallies each with Willie Taylor;
T. Washington chose Wisconadding 10. Hoskins was also i
Bobby Smith, ex-Melrose
tough on the boards, pulling sin,
star,
ended up at Tulsa, and
dcwn 16 rebounds.
Mitchell High graduate Rick
CBC never quite recovered
to know the great
from a Le-Moyne-Owen blitz Roberson got
and was enRobertson
Oscar
which left the Bucs trailing
ticed to take a grant offered
46-Ii at halftime. Leonclist
by the University of Cincinnati.
Brown tried vPinly to keep the
Jones was the big gun in
Brothers in the contest. The MSU's opening game loss to '
former Carver star, who is the Lamar Tech, 82-69. Jones scor—
Bucs' leading scorer, was the ed 33 points and grabbed 16 regame's top scorer and rebound- bounds as he and his mates
er with 28 points and 17 re- were downed by a surprising
bounds resp0ctively. Brown hit invader. The Texans swarmed I
on nine of 1 shots from the all over the sophomore domifield and 10 of 15 freethrow at- nated Tigers The Tigers retempts.
in the week
bounded later
GAME RESET FOR TONIGHT to hand University of Texas at
The game with Fisk, on the Arlington a Si 49 thrashing in
original schedule for last Fri- the Mid-South Coliseum. Rich
day night, has been reset for again led the way with 25
tonight (Friday) with LeMoye- points and 17 rebounds. James
Owen in Bruce Hall here. The Douglass aided the cause the
Bulldogs will furnish the test
tallies.
for the high scoring Mad Lads
after defeating Morehouse and

Memphis Players

Magicians To Face Fisk
Bulldogs Here Friday

presents

THE FIRST MULTI-ETHNIC
TEXTBOOK CONFERENCE
In Conjunction with

The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
and
he Tennessee Council on Human Relations
Dates: Friday, Dec. 13, 1968
6:45 pm • 10:00 pm
Saturday, Dec. 14, 1968
9:00 am.5:00 pm
Featured Speaker:
Mr. Samuel B. Ethridge,
N EA Assistant Executive Secretary
for Human Relations and the
Director of the Center for
H uman Relations
Organizations interested in sending repre.
sentatives to this conference may contact
Mr:. C.R. Johnson, 743.9245

PUBLIC

Shop 9

INVITED

30a.m.'TILL

Your Christmas Dollars Go Further at Sears':

1 Sears

2--1

Pro-Files
By Bch Sidy

QUESTIONS
1-111inois haa never beaten
Notre Dame in football. True

TM

LINWINNINGEST
Raamowr WINNERS?

.564.(ee-633)14,4.-Twa
kit NosEun =mots
%tomePoinctomei
(Ø
19159—Durzont-55
vreelm AvevnicsN
taroeus Vtoks
...lianWriPmSVJOIrTV4E
WORLD oi:NaktARNOIJSIAIP
111•110.04a,War /maw.••••••••

err false!
2--lf a playing manager in
baseball takes himself out of
the game, east he then coach!
3—Wbo is coach of the Houston Oilers of the AYE!
HE ROSE to
FIOONEE?
fame in golf
way back in
1920, became'a
standout on the
links with his
fine play and
knickers.
his
He's won many
tourneys, ti o W
&el some come.
mentatingat
the big events.
ANSWERS
•tuttraq Silem—c
•SaA—z
"tainiaotu yt uT auo Pan IT
no 5A1 14U1
'(uoztares attao :aatiooki)
Distribided by Central Press

gitrginWampfire
he BILL BERO

DEER HUNTING?
THE EXPERTS PASS ALONG THIS ADVISE . .

RACK A DEER CAREFULLY.
EVEN STEPPING ON ATWIG
6/14.1.SL:kRE IT AWAY.

FOLLOW PATHS TO WATER
HOLES.

DOLLS!

DOLLS!

DOLLS!

Sears has dolls little girls like to play with!
BigDolls, Little Dolls Talking Dolls, Lady Dolls, Baby Dolls!.

111 1 /1

V.111

••••••••
.••••••

Tall dolls, short dolls, dolls that wink, dolls that cry, dolls that
sleep. See Sears complete selection - -all kinds -- all sizes -- all
prices!
And Sears has all the accessories to make any doll's life
(and

Bring your little girl to Sears -- let her see the wonderful collection
of dolls. She can visit Santa,too, and tell him what she wants most!
Santa has a fres gift for her, too!

her Mother) a dream — doll furniture, .doll dishes, doll clothes,

you nor** it, Seers has it!

!MECHANICS WAIMED
(04
OAS & DUSK
Paismosat Position. Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vasatios. Local. truck leasing company has openings for Meebogies who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Geed wetting Conditions. CALL GLENN DeW= at 942-4687.
CAN. CARSON =SIAM CORP.
Alt INIOAL OPPORTUNITY INCPWIIIR

No Money Down On Any Doll You Buy On Credit at
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed, Your Money Back

Sears
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

.4 •

••••••

.11.• -4

-41

,
04

WHITEHAVEN
1200 Southland Mall
396.5151

POPLAR
4570 Poplar
682.1511

Sears
CROSSTOWN
495 N. Crosstown

276..0411

a
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Students Will Compete In Decorating Trees

tLC Leader Sick
11. Atlanta Hospital

ad by Mayor Henry Loeb and
The first annual Christmas U, a panel of judges including er's discretien.
the big Christmas tree on the
exon
remain
will
trees
The
Johnson
Dr.
Dana
Rust,
Decorating
proContest,
a
Ted
Tree
Lawn will be lighted officially
then
and
weeks
two
for
hibit
'eiliet of the Friends of the Mem- and Mrs. R. W. Overby will
by Mr. Loeb u open the Christcontestant's
phis Pink Palace Museum, will lect the best decorated trees, be planted on the
mas 'Tree Exatbit.
of
recognition
in
ground
go
will
school
each
$50
lawn
of
the
of
muprizes
the
and
MI
W.
be
At 4.40, caroling inside the
school
that
from
men
young
ses m ea Saturday, Dec. 14, to one fifth grnde and one sixth
will be done by the
museum
armed
the
who have served in
p.m.
grade class.
hens 4 ts
choir of Dunn Elementary
ions $5O iii to seven f oot Ribbons will be awarded to forces.
School with the public invited
plan tree; will be balled and winners tri.m the second Program foe next Saturday
ggriaped, and placed inside through the filth place in each includes the playing of music to join in the singing
die buildbe in tubs by fifth and grade.
by the band of Colonial Junior The trees will be decorated
spent
High School crrected by Gaston on Friday, Dec. 18, by the
path grade cleeses from 30 el- Prize money may be
ementary schools.
by the teacher in charge for Teylor at 4 p m., and the arri- teacher and not more than
particiDuring the morning of Dec. the benefit of the class or the val at the same time of Santa three students from the
decorating
The
au
I
c
out
pating
hand
to
float
a
on
Clause
prize
$23
of
schoot. A popular
can be done only between the
will be voted on by the public favors to the children.
At 4:30, mizes will be award- hours of 12 neon and 5 p.m.
and used at the winning teach

CLANTA

— Despite a bout his personal support to demthe flu which landed him onstrations at Swan Quarter
bed in Holy Family that have been occurring for
Halglital in Atlanta, after he the past three weeks in protest
ha* made a trip to Swan of school and welfare policies
QuIrter, N. C , to personally In Hyde County.
ini
d e ministrations
there He said the past three weeks
g a desegregation plan have been 'just a warm-up.
wiah will eventually wipe out Before we get through with
near the Negro section the Board of Education, the
away with their staffs. economic power structure of
TharRev. Ralph David Aber- this county, the law enforcenathy is vowing that he will ment agencies of this counts/
lea7 picketing in behalf of the the Ku Klux Klan of this
KC at Pres,dent Nixon's In- county, they're going to be
glad to give us that which we
auroral Ball in January.
going to be at the in- are constitutionally and right1 ball," Abernathy had ly entitled to."
me 600 persons at a rally NEGROES have been proin=he Hyde County Commu- testing a schcol desegregation
plan which would phase out
nifir of Swan Quarter, N.C.
WHAT White House is as the county's two Negro schools
meth mine as it is any other and transfer students to a
citizen's of the United States. formerly all-white school.
Zite intend to be there, not More than 120 youths have
jigEfor ourselves, but for the been arrested in the demonpoor- people of America," he strations. Some 300 particisair "We're going to dance pated in a march recently.
on:the inside with the rest of "North Carolina has retrothew or we are going to picket gressed instead of progressed,"
was a time North Carothe on the outside."
as.
SRNATHY said "as long lina was the leader of the
ere is breath in my states in the South. . .but that's
. .I'm going to be right not the case today." He
thne with Richard Nixon say-!called the state a "chicken"
ins. to him, 'Pharoh, let my'state.
ABERNATHY said there is
pegtile go,' "
Abernathy maintained Nixon "in my estimation, a conon hops for solving the spiracy in this country" to kill
of
proms facing the black Negro leaders He cited the
man. He came to Swan Quarter deaths of President John F.
for a first hand look at demon- Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther
strations which have continued King Jr., Sen Robert F. Kenhere three weeks in protest to nedy and several other outHyde County school and wel- standing spokesmen of the
civil rights cause.
fare- policies.
SOME 300 Negroes partici- Abernathy said he did not'
pated in a march on the court- believe the deaths were "accidental." He said, "I believe
v a 1.
The SCLC leader was visibly It was a scheme, a plan to
ill and had to be assisted to kill all Negro leaders."
the aweaker's platform by two, Rev. Abernathy left North
Carolina with a case of pneuaide*.
"rve come this evening monia. Doctors in Hyde County
agaiist the advice of my phy- recommended that he return to
siciaas, because as you can Atlanta for consultation with
see 3 have a virus—an awful his personal physician.
He later entered Holy Family
and -terrible virus."
president gave Hospital here in Atlanta.
THE SCLC

sha

Blacks Blast
Enoch Powell

:IV

LONDON — While Conservative party "power," Enoch
Powell was ranting anew last
week that a racial catastrophe
is growing bigger in the British Isles due to the more than
1-million darker-skinned former colonials who have emigrat
ed there, a 1,500-strong black
youth conference has condemned the right-winger as a racist.
The black youth conference
was held in Birmingham,
whicn is one of many English
cities which now are encountering race relations problems
due to the influx of the immigrants from the former colonies.
The conference rejected a
controversial demand by Powell asking for the creation of
a separate ministry to deport
Africans, Asians, West Indians
and other "coloureds" back to
the lands from whence they
came to England.

cm

liro:

Prl:pf. Says Blacks' School
Situation Is Worsening

CITED BY MAGAZINE—
It took Tennessee State
University's defensive speMartians,
cialist, James
several minutes to collect
himself after being told that
he had been selected to
N e w s" All"Sporting
American team. "This is
great." beamed Marsalis,
a native of Patagonia, Miss.,
after he had been convinced

We Coe

P

The Hamilton High School
PTA met on Tuesday night of
this week in the school auditorium, and the geast speaker
was Mrs. Loretta Kateo. She
spoke_ on the theme, "Blazing
Paths for Better Understanding
-

Through Strengthening of the
Home."
Joseph Simmons is president
of the PTA, and Mrs. V. R.
Goodman, Jr., reporter.
Oliver Johnson, Jr., is principal of the school.
- -

Himmirowtters

Boyars
LIstlitasAalas-Lomas

LEWIS REALTY COMPANY
83,7 Themes Si.

aII

S
2 I. 321
/
2
/
fashion specialists in sites 1,f. 60 and 161

lovely gift slips
specially sized and remarkably priced

4.00

e.aelt

C

sizes 42 to 52
a simply stunning collection for your
. each
gift needs and your own use
style accented by dyed to match lace
and applique trim at both bodice and
hem ... all at the some low price ...
ell 100% nylon for wear and comfort.

A. nylon tricot . . . seam to
seam shadow panel . .. white,
pink, sir blue
I. nylon setInette .. . white,
beige or black
46:il/
1;1"
A4.
/.
!
.
..

5244203

.044111110

:111:1111:.
MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER IMMIX ARE

Mrs. Kateo Speaks At PTA Meeting

PfASHINGTON — The the income differential between
ecoopmic future of America's black and white employes apblaeh youth is likely to worsen, pears to be getting wider; and
accading to a business educa- Cc) the present job requiretor at Southern Illinois Uni- ments, for both black and
white workers, are unrealistic
versity.
Sort Taylor assistant pro- and even these are being upfessz of 1„..nagement, is con- graded. Even the most unskillvineed that under present ed tasks are included in the upecoSlmic and educational sys- grading, he sad.
tem,- young black people will Taylor said outstanding
neves catch up. Taylor gave hs school system weaknesses inviell in an address at a Unit- clude course quality, and uned -Negro College Fund Sym- changeable professors and rigid
posafin on "Negro Higher Edu- administrators with their "inapcatigp — the Key to Equality," propriate attention to needs
of students and society.
hereolast week
TOlor cited three reasons Taylor told of advances at
lard numbers of black youth Southern Illinois University,
newer will be fully qualified for with its 32,000 student enrollindaltry of higher levels of ment. where "the willingness
edueation: (a) At every educa- of administrators and faculty
tionM level, the academic to change Its educational system
achavement gap between black was evidenced by their seand—white is significant, and ceptance, sponsorship, and imfor3ome grades in widening; plementation of a Black Amen (b)at each educational level,lean Studies Program."

lii\IICEF Is Helping
Actims In Nigeria

of the validity of the statemerit. "Something like this
comes to a football player
once in a lifetime. I want
to share my elation and extend my thanks to the entire football team and our
coaching staff, because it
has been through their efforts that this honor has
come to me.'' (Clanton III
Photo)

downtown • salon ave. • aoutkland

Si
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AT YOUR DRUGGIST
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STOUT SHOPPE
• 1174436
64 10. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
• 274-2061
1,92 tintliN
IMION AVL •
WhITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 311-0064
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It's thoughtful to give
the Smooth Canadian,
Seagram's V.O.

.1 /OMIT

*

*

9

Seagram's V.O. Known by the company it keeps.

.414,

Airy R. Labouisse, Execu-, countries agrregate more than
CANAD.A4 WH 50,-A KM OF SELECTED WHISKIES
tive: Driector of the United l $1 7 million to date.
an—
Fund,
Children's
Naens
nounced today the approval by
the 3JNICEF Executive Board
of In additional allocation of
f1.5- million for emergency as-I
sistance to the children andl
their mothers who are suffering on both sides of the fighting In Nigeria.
Approval of this new allocation brings to $2.4 million the
UNICEF fun& being used for
aid to children and mothers
faced with starvation in the
civil conflict. The value of
emergency relief, including assistance in kind, already given
through UNICEF now totals
No. 1 — 3471 Poplar at Highland
$7.2 million. Within the proExethe
by
approved
gramme
No. 2 - 1471 Florida at Parkway
cutive Board, further shipNo.1 - 549 South Parkway East
ments of fooa and other assistance will be made.
No. 6 - 661 Ch•Isea
In making the announcement,
expressed
No. 7 - 152 East Shelby Orly*
Mr. Labouisse also
the gratitude of UNICEF to
No. 8 - 4280 Macon Rood
the thousands of individuals in
many countries who have conNo. 9 2219 Florida
tributed to UNICEF's emergovthe
to
and
fund,
gency
No.10 — 1478 Notional
ernments which have made
special contributions for emergency assistance. Cash contributions from individuals in 13
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THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU
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No.11 - 1506 East Broadway
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No.12 - 3152 Johnson

please seed the

No414 — 4701 Highway 51 So.
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4571 Quince
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No.27
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236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101
TRI-STATE DEFENDER to the
following serviceman':

APO/FPO or Camp

1693 Lauderdale
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C•untry
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Defense Depot Worker
Was In Vietnam Twice
Only a relatively small percentage of Americans have
seen the bitter battlegrounds
of Southeast Asia. But John L.
Adams has the diottectioh odi
serving twice in Vietnam.
Mr .Adame graduated train
Carver High School in 1964.
Following a year at LeMoyne
College, he joined the Army
and eventually earned the
rank of staff sergeant with the
173rd Airborne Brigade.
By mid-1986, he found himself as squad leader in Vietna m . One year and twenty
combat missions later, he returned to the states and was
assigned to the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell.
OAS FOR NAACP —
ed People In New York
In February 1968, President
JOHN L. ADAMS
Mrs. Margaret Jackson,
City, presents check for
Johnson ordered an additional
NAACP Branch
Harlem
$8,000, the amount naised
4,500 paratroopers to Vietnam having
fulfilled his four-year' member
who originated
at this yeas's affair, to
and Sgt Adams was on his military
obligation.
and now produces the anExecutive
Director
Roy
way once again. It was almost Not one
to stay idle, how- nual "Show of Shows"
taut Executive
Director
four months later that some- ever ,he
took a civil service fund-raising event for the
Director Dr. John A. Mor"the regulations specify a per- exam
and less than sixty days National Association for
ell.
Adams had served only ten after hanging up
his uniform, the Advancement of Colormonths stateside duty since he was hired
at the Defense
his first Vietnam assignment. Industrial
Plant Equipment
"Although I wasn't familiar Center on Airways. DIPEC is
with it at the time," he said, a major field activity
of the
"th eregulations specify a per- Defense Supply
Agency.
son can't be returned to Viet- At 21, Mr. Adam, with
thirnam until he has served a full ty-five parachut
e jumps, twenyear back in the states. It ty-five combat
missions and
was just one of those mix-ups his unique double-du
ty in Viet- Veterans separated from ser- of education
al assistance entiin paperwork."
nam, can relate experiences
vice after Jan 13. 1955, were tlement.
Sgt. Adams was discharged more exciting than
many men reminded today by the Veterin September of this year, twice his age.
Thus, for example, a veteran
ans Administration that they who may have entered service
are now entitled to one and one before the official end
of the
half months of educational as- Korean Conflict (Jan 31,
1955),
sistance — up to a maximun of but had only II months
of Post36 months — for each month of Kore a an service, will still be
EDITOR'S NOTE: Veterans your pension.
and their families are asking Q — Can I receive Veterans military service.
able to get four academic years
A law which went into effect
thousands of questions con- Administration
benefits
for Dec. 1 liberalized the previous of VA educational assistance.
cerning the
benefits their flight training under the War
Unchanged by this new law
Government prov ides for Orphans Educational Assistanc Post-Korean G. I. Bill limit of is
the amount of educational
el
month
Education
one
assisof
al
them through the Veterans program?
I have my private tance for each month of serv- assistance allowance which a
Administration- Below are pilot's
license.
ice for veterans with at least veteran may receive. Currentsome representative queries. A — Flight
training is not 181 days of .rvice, including ly a single veteran taking fullAdditional information may be approved unden the War
time institutional train lug
Or- some after Jan. 31, 1955.
obtained at any VA office.
phans Educational Assistance Another provision of the law is paid $130 a month by the VA.
Q —I receive a pension Act. Therefor
e, the VA cannot which went .ato effect Dec. 1 l'he amount of additional allofrom the Veterans Adminis- pay you any benefits for grants veterans
with at least 18 wance he may receive depends
tration. With my November flight training,
months
continuou
of
s service on the number of his depencheck I received a question- Q — Once a veteran has
after Jan. 31, 1955, who have dents.
naire regarding my income been granted compensation
for satisfied their military obliga-! P o s t-Korean veterans have
for 1968 and 1969. Since my a service-connected disability,,
tion, the maximum of 36 months,eight years from the date of
income is what I estimated on does he receive it for the
of their separation from servlast year's questionnaire, must rest of his life regardless of
ice tO complete training under
I return this new question- Income'
the third generation G.I. Bill.
naire?
A — Compensation payments
Some Post-Korean vete rans
A — Yes — it is particularly do not depend on imcome,
have
earned entitlement to edImportant that you return the but rather on the nature of
ucationa 1 assistance under
questionnaire you received in the disease or disability. Some
more than one VA program —
early November.
conditions would be subject to
the
&wean Conflict G.I. Bill as
The VA will inaugurate a change while others would re- The annual Pre-Christams
well as the current measure,
new pension system on Jan. 11 main static.
Dance sponsored jointly by the for example.
Previously they
which will raise income
On conditions subject to Claiborne Lodge and the Hattie
tations $200 and key pensions:change., the veteran might be Lee Temple of the Elks will were limited to aggregate benefits of 36 months. Now, howto 100 variations in income. examined
periodically,
and be presented on Friday night, ever under the new law which
Thus, the VA must receive his c o mpensation
adjusted Dec- 20, at the Elks Rest at
your completed income ques- accordingly if his coedit-ion 401 Beale at., and all formes went into effect on Dec. 1 they
will be entitled to aggregate
tionnaire in order to deter- has changed.
Elks are invited.
benefits of no more than 48
mine how much of a pension A veteran may reopen his
Music will be played by months.
under this new system you claim at any time by sub- Prince Gabe and the MillionThe VA especially urged Post
are entitled to receive,
mitting new
material aires, and the dance will be- Korean veterans who did not
and
Your questionnaire must be evidence to the VA. This evi- gin at 10 p.m.
return to school because they
returned to VA by Jan. 15 if dence could also change a
Robert G. Clark is exalted'could complete only a couple of
you ar to continn rcivingg.. previous static rating made ruler and Mrs. Valois
Perry'years of colledge under the old
you are to continue receiving by VA.
, daughter ruler.
formula — one month entitle-

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14,

Board Of Education
To Give G. E. D. Test
For those people who wish to which will be
applied to night
complete their high school edu- school tuition for
those w ho
cation, the Division of Guidance complete the
'rest and wish to
and Testing wsll administer the attend night
classes. Persons
General Educational Develop- 19 years
of age and under must
ment Test at the Memphis bring a birth
certificate for
Board of Education, 2597 Avery Identification,
and those over
Avenue.
19 should have one of three
The G.E.D. Test will be giv- things: birth certificate, drien at 5:30 p.m., December 17, ver's license or voter's regisla and 19, 1968. This battery tration card. Veterans are reconsists of five sub-tests. One quested to bring their discharge
test will be administered on the or separation papers.
first night and two on each adPersons who might find it
iitional night. It is necessary more
that each candidate be present Test convenient to take the
during day may come to
all three nights.
the Board of Education, 2597
Persons 1 7 years of age or l Avery, Room 114, where the
older are eligible to take the G.E.D Test is given every
Test, but only those 19 and over' week Monday through Thurscan take it for an equivalency'day from 8:45 a.m., to 5 p.m.
diploma. The Test is administered to people under la for
classification purposes only to
determine grade placement in
night school.
CAN YOU USE
There is a fee of $4.00

(ASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Some Veterans Are Now Eligible
For 48 Months Of Schooling

The Veterans' Corner
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CONVENIINT
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SPECIAL
PURCHASE

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air conditioning and power options
Low mileage and under
warranty.

%IRV/CI

ment for each one month service — to contact their nearest,
VA office.

,Impala and Caprice Hard.
tops and Sedans...most
with air conditioning and
other wanted options.
Great buys here!
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1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $125

UNION

Effective November 29 1965

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

Sal er Sue. $125
Sat ilima 8 AM te 6 10 at
%SC Spa
to 2 P.M.

•
•
•
•
•
•

2200 LAMAR
324-3611

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH ;
1
•
3100
Summe
at
r
Baltic
a.

Only Ace Appliance Co.Offers You

Dance Scheduled
For Elks Rest

5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
MK $ YEAR

SERVICE Within a 25-Mlle Radius of Hu,
City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
ONE MORE REASON WHY MORE AN° MORE PEOPLE BUY
PROM ACE APPLIANCE"
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5,Year Written Gtiarantett2is Delivered With
The
Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washee Dryer

or
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eAtChristmas we entertainformally.
It'san Old Forester kind o./.season.

Why Sacrifice Qui:1W/, When You Can
Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices
3
141
:
,..0
AP b

1

NO MONEY
DOWN

Frigidaire 1968

NO
PAYMENT T1L

Jet Action WASHER
has DPC For

FEBRUARY 69

No-Iren Fabrics!
•MON,IsIonts•bike bob
oatidsinjos NIS mix•••••••
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AtOOEL WAN SNOWCREST WHITE
IIYUR soma rid PARTS

NO CRAM

2a4 MIT SOME sod PARTS

NO MAROS

34•1 TSAR SERVICE mod PARTS

NO CHARGE

40 TIM =WI= sod PANTS

ISO CHARM(

ids TZAR IRMO sad PARTS •

NO MUGS

weltalma. lb bob Sa psi
8.0111/-9•8•00
•10,101-

TOTAL COST t $18995
FOR 5 FULL YEARS

I

Frigidaire gilt. Automatic Dryer
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86 PROoF
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NO PURGE
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NO cum,
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3rd TIAR MVP= asd PARTS
4tb TSAR SUMO sad PARTS
UM TIM SIRVKI sod-PARTS

TOTAL COST 0 $13995
FOR 3 FULL YEARS
Al, NiedeIs

Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the Saone 3-Year Written
Guaranteeshoe* Dopmellobk

Visabor
To Pit A. Neat& INNPOIT

4 Amp baipsodsillio Dryers

I.titibsey EWA & host

ACE APPLIANC

At 86 or 100 proof "There is nothing better in the market."
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